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This question paper consists of 30 questions divided into four sections A, B, C and D..

Section A contains 10 questions, of 1 marks each, section B contains five questions of

2 marks each, section C contains 10 questions of 3 marks each and section D contains

5 questions of 6 marks each.
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2 tan 30

l+tan230

Q.  3.    Check whether (x — 3) (2% + 1) —x{x + 5) is a quadratic

equation or not.

4.

3.  .  ^^^^ c|5)fu|^i 1% (^ - 3)(2:t + 1) = x(x + 5) .̂T

numberof zeroesthefind

\ x-

below.

^,      S

vy

is given

c\ \

= pWof y

f

of pO).

The graph

*

2.Q.

Q.  1.  Write 5005 as a Product of its Prime factors.

2.     ^Hl ^il<^[cl ^ y = p(^) ^T Tffq^ f^TT ^RTT % I p(^) ^ 5^^4chl cf?T

3- A

^n 1 ^ 10 t

SECTION-A

(Question Nob. 1 to 10 Carry 1 Mark each)

5005



Q..  10.  What type of ogive dowe call to a graph which has been drawn

between upper limits of class interval and cumulative frequency?

6.r "F^f^qT cfTct S^rT cf5T

Q..  6.Write the area of a semicircle of radius r.

^R^  7.^T ^f ^t ^PJvST ^HH^)M ¥1^ t • ^1*ilsl ^

Q..  7.Which two triangles are similar i soscelos or equilateral?

VR^ '8."^c^ ^rT ^t ^hd^l ^^ ^3Tt "it >H^cTl t?

Q.  8.    How many tangents there may be on a circle?

^^f  9. .^j^^ p(E) = 0.051, eft 'E^$\, "^1 Uli^^bdl ^TT t?

Q.  9,    If P(E)=0.05^ what is the probability of 'notjL

10;   e^^ a^xRTei ^f W^ ^ftHT3^f t^cf ^x^!

and cor

-3,

term a

, x -x

Write the first

•tlHI^W ^^^̂  3

felRsl^l

l+tan2 30

Evaluate

2 tan 30

5.

5.

4.

Q.

•         Q.



Q.  15.   One card is drawn from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards, calculate

the probability that the card will (a) be an ace (b) not be an ace.

OR
Suppose we throw a die once (i) what is the probabity of getting a

number greater than 4? (ii) what is the probability of getting a

number less than or equal to 4?

^ff ^nr i(b)

(a)

that ABC is a right triangle.

52

14.   ABC

13.  .^^^sft-  A(0, 0) 3^ B(36,15) ^ ^ ^T ^t W
13.   Find the distance between the points A(0, 0) and B(36,15).

AC = BC 11 ^ AB2 = 2AC2.

1%^t 11
14.' ABC is an isosceles triangle with AC = BC. if AB2 = 2AC2. prove

1 ^12.  If sec A = —, then find the values of sinA and tan A.1 ^

t eft sinA ^ tan A
—-12.

Q.  11.  Find the zeros of the polynomial X2 — 2x — 8.

11 ^T 15 ^ V^^p 2 3R^ 4^T t)

SECTION-B

(Question Nob. 11 to 15 Carry 2 Marks each)

X2 — 2x — 8 cfT
11.

- B

Q.

Q.

Q.



.   Q. •   18. •   Solve graphically :.

x -r-2y = 0

••         •     ••        3x + 4y = 20

19.  .Tf^^ f^^^ A.P.^ ^faTR 14 ^rT ^5T ^ 1050 t cT^TT ^?^5T ^fST^

10 t, cTT 20cjf

= 20

.17.|   Solve :

6x + 3y =

. 2% + 4y = 5ry

18.   ii 145)^ fcrf^T ^T fcf

5 + V3
Q.  16.  Show that any positive eveninteger is of the form 4q or 4q + 2,

i
j       Where (\ is some integer.

OR

Prove that 5 + V3- is irrational.

'17.

- C

16 ^f 25 cTcf

SECTION- C

(Question Nob. 16 to 25 Carry 3 Marks each)

16. -• <^\\^ f^ ^t^ -^Hl^H<*> ^W^ull* 4q-^Ff 4q-

tl



3< ABC = 60 then construct a triangle whose sides are - of
4

Q.  23.   Draw a triangle ABC with sides BC = 6 cm. AB = 5 cm. and

< ABC = 60 then construct a triang

corresponding sides of the triangle ABC.

4 cm. ^i^i ^ Tjcfj -^tT ^^ 6 cm. (^^ii ~^ ^ ^i^^i^+ ft^

-

_TOL._2:i..  ^p ^^^3[ ABC^^Wl ^^^ BC = 6 cm., AB = 5 cm. ^E <_ABC =

'60

Q.  21.   Find the ratio in which the line segment joining the points (-3,10)

and (6,-8) is divided by (-1, 6).  |
•.        •iTO 22/  ^ET f^T ^T ^j^T ^cT ^1^?^Ri^^5r ^M (1,-1)^  (-4,6) sfi^ (-3,-5)

tl
Q.  22.  Find the area of a triangle whose vertices are (1,-1), (-4^ 6) and

.1-smA

TOT  21.  ^T 1^^3ft (-3,10) 3f^^ (5, -8) ^T

^ fchTTf^TcT

Q.  20.  Prove that

^ t    1+ sin A

sin A
(sec A+ tan A)2 = ^^t
vJ 1- si

Q.  19.  If the sum of the first 14 terms of an A.P is 1050 and its first term

is. 10, then.find the 20th term.

TO 20.  1%^ <\^^^, ^^?_ .

1+sinA



tn figure, OACB is^a quadiarit of a circle with centre O and radius-

3.5 cm. if OD = 2 cm. Find the area of the shaded region.

The lenght of the minute hand of a clock is 14 cm. Find the area

swept by the minute hand in 5 minutes.

OR

a 25.

^i, oacb ^^ 0 3fk

OD = 2 cm. t eftt,

3.5 cm. crier

^5T ^^^^cT "fttct

- Construct atangent to a circle of radius 4 cm. from a point on the.

concertric circle of radius 6 cm. and measure its length.

24.•  TJ^^ crt c M^^ld t^^? ^d;^ ABCDTsffxIT ^PTt ^ I 1^^ ^i^ii^ 1^

AB + CD = AD + BC~^  '~*^      ^ ^^

Q.  24.  A quadri lateral ABCD is drawn to circum scribe a circle. Prove that

AB + CD = AD + BC

25.t^cfj ^rft c^t fn^c "cjft ^^t ^t cPTTt 14 cm.

5

OR



Q.  27.  From a point on the ground, the angles of elevation of the bottom

. . ._ .    and_the top_qf a transmission tower fixed at the top of a 20 m.

fe

^r 75m. fet ^^r^ ^^r ^ f^^^^ ^ ^fe

3{cR^^ fell 30 afre 45 11 ^^ eiT^^

3TR tr^^ ^i^M ^^^ v^i^lui c^ fe^ fe "gt cfi fef tJffef

^ffcr cjfe^^i•

f     11. ^HT "^t ^T^ ^TTcT
26.  Find out (a) discriminant (b) nature of roots and (c) roots^ using

quadratic formula of the quadratic equation 2x2 - 242x + 1=0

OR
A motor boat whose speed is 18 Km/h in still water takesjhour

more to go 24m up stream than to return downstream to the

same spot^ Find the speed of the stream^:;...;_...,

27.   ^jj^r "'^o ^f% ^r trc^^ 20m. ^ ^^ft ^ ^^re m epft t^ ^

fere '•^ ^^^^fre f^i^ ^ ^^h ^^^ sFrer 45 ^fre 60 ti

feire ^^

18 Km/h t, 24m TRT

(b)

fere fe,

(26 ^t 30 c^

SECTION- D

(Question Nob. 26 to 30 Carry 6 Marks each)

2xz - 2V2x + 1 = 0 ^T (a)

(c) ft^Tci ^f ^T Witt" c^ ^JcT HTcT

%)

Q.



60
5
y
15
20 ;
X

^K^-K^^l

5

50-60

40 - 50

30-40

20-30

10-20

0-10

28.

'  cft! ^ ^fFr ^ •^TCT^re ^^crr 11

28.Prove that in a right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is

equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides.

29.tf^^^ ^^rf -^raT tTcf^ ^i dm 14 cm., ^^^ "^Tcf ^ "^ ^ f^^ci^ c

11 "^ff ^dl+K f^Rt ^ ^I^l 4 cm. afk 2 cm. 11 ^

UTcT ^^^fq I  (7T = 3.14) efti^^

29.A drinking glass is in the shape of a frustum of a cone of heigth 14

cm. the diameter of its two circular ends are 4 cm. and 2 cm. Find

•   the capacity of the glass. (^^ =-^ ^^-

30.^f^^ ^Ht ^^^. ^^ SR^T-^T ^fT^fc^ 28.5 "?t.

high building are 45 and 60 respectively. Find the heigth of the

tower._. .:

OR
^^n observed from the top of a 75m high light house from the sea

level, the angles of depression of two ships are 30 and 45 if one

ship is exactly' behind the other on -the same side of the light

house. Find the distance between the two ships.

<HH*IUI

Q.



60
5
y
15
20
X

5
Frequency

Total
50-60

40-50
30-40
20-30

10-20

0-10

Class-interval

of x any y.

If the median of the distribution given below is 28.5. find the value
a 30..
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4.Evaluate: sin 23-cos 67

5.TR^tR ^^^\ 6,. 3, 0, -3, <

I

Q.

3.,   Check whether (x + I)2 = 2(x - 3) is a quadratic equation or

not.

Pf : sin 23 - cos 67

Q.

1% (x + I)2 = 2(x - 3)
3.

2.   The graph of y = p(Y) of or a polynomial p(^) is given in the

figure below, write the number of zeroes of the polynomial p(x).
Q.

Write 140 as a Product of its Prime factors.
140

Q.  1.

2.

^IT 1 "^T- 10 cTeP ^c^^^^ 1 3tc^ cfJT t)

SECTION-A

(Question Nob. 1 to 10 Carry 1 Mark each)



9.Find the Probability of getting a tail when a coin is tossed once.
io.", cpf ^icHici ^^ ^i^4l. ^KiKdi ^ ^^ ^fNt ^^- a^e^a; eft w

10.What do we call to the graph drawn between class interval and

cumulative frequency?

9.

Q.

Q.

8.    f^TWhatis_calledjthe_cgmmon point of a tangent to a circle and the

circle?""'^

cf)t

•

Q.  7.  . State whether the pair of triangles in the given figure is similar or

not. if yes, then write the similarity criteria.

6..  r
Q,  6.   Write the Perimeter of a semicircle of radius r.

7.srcTT^^ fa aii^Pi ^ fa? ^^^ii fa "^ ^P^sq f ^t ^^i j

f^

5.   Write the first term and common diffrence of the A.P. 6, 3, 0, -3,



A die is thrown once. Find the Probability of getting

(a)  An odd number (b) a prime number/

"Q.15.^—A b^g^o
from the bag. what is the probability that the ball drawn is (i) Red

.  (ii) not red?

OR
efjf TJ^j ^TR t^cpr. ^fRTT 11 PtHfelRfld ^

^Rs^, (b)t[cfJ

is an isosceles triangle right angle atOprdve that
Q.  14.  ABC

.  AB2 =2AC2.

.%!••

Q.  13.   Find the point on the x-axis which is equidistant from (2,-5) and

1-2,9).
14.   ABC   ^Hf^ll^ t^P^^f t (vrl^cjoi  c^fxiT C ^i*1tj)ul 1

13. '  X - 3T^T t^ c{^ i^ ^TfcT cj?^ ^f (2, -5) 3i^^ (-2^ 9) ^

—B

15 c^ ^Tc^Tcf? 2

SECTION-B
(Question Nob. 11 to 15 Carry 2 Marks each)

6x2 - 3 - 7x ^t ^^p ^ ^(^i) i

Q.  11. '•' Find the zeros of the polynomial 6x2 — 3 — 7x

^FT  12.  ^ 15 cotA = 8, eft sin A af^i tan A^T

Q.  12.  If 15 cot A = 8, then find the values of sin A and tan A.

^ ( 5) 3i^^ (2 9) ^



n
19,  ttcf^ a.P^t a = 17,d = 9 3^^ dn = 350 f^lT % I n ^^ a

= 6

2x-3y = 12

Q. ^18.  Solve graphically

= 6

is.

+2
3y

2y ~" 6

Q.  17.   Solve

+   2
2x   3y

1    1 _ 13
•    3x    2y~ 6

3V2
Q.  16.  Use euclid's division algorithm to find the HCF of 4052 and 12576.

OR

Prove that 3V2 is an irrational number.

17,

~ c

16 ^fr 25 cR^ g^^^> 3 3R5 ^ t)

SECTION-C

(Question Nob. 16 to 25 Carry 3 Marks each)

16.  -4052 3ff^ 12576 '̂c^T HCF^eTS fcPTT^^ TJeTtf^Jf



Q.  23.  Draw a line segment of length 7.6 cm. and devide it in the ratio.

5:8.

OR

22,   K^T-^H WcT

(7r2), (5,1), (3,%)
Q.  22.  find the value of K of or which the following three Points are

collinear.....  _.._._

(7,-2), (5^1)^ (3 ^)

23.   76cmc^Ttic^^Il^^f^ aft>[ ^ 5:8

Q.  21..  Find the co-ordinates of the point which divides the line segment

joing the points (4,-3) and (8, 5) in the ration 3:1 internally.

Q.  19.  In an A.P given a = 17, d = 9 and   =350 find n and  \

tP^T  20.'  ^g c|Rn^< 1^;

1+secA _ Sin2 A

SecA ~~ 1-CosA

Q.  20.  Prove that

1+secA _ Sin2 A

SecA ~~ 1-CosA

21. . ^ff^^f^T^ 5fTci ^rf^ ^

^TeT ^m<^ ^T 3TKi^^ ^^ ^ 3"-1



externally two of the remaining three circles.|^in(j the area  of

the shaded region.

Q..  25.  In a circle of radius 10 cm. an are subtends an angle of i  ^qO

centre, find the length of the arc and area of the sector formed by

the arc. (n = 3.14)

OR
in figure ABCD is a square of side 14 cm. with centres A, B, C,

and D7~for circles~^re^^i^wh~^uch^^haT^acb~cir>cle^^oac^

14 cm.

^t f^it

^ abcd

11
(tt = 3.14)

e^^ 11 a, b; c sfr^ d

11 Wlf1^cT "TFT

"̂ TTcT

^THTtK24.Prove that the tangents drawn at the ends of a diameter of a circle

are parallel*.
25.^^v^qi 10 cm. gl^t fvf g^T ^g^.Trf^ g^ t^ 90

g^

24.

Draw a circle of radius 3 cm. Take two points P and Q. on one of its

extended diameters each at a distance of 7 cm. from its centre,

draw tangents to the circle from these two points P and Q.



Q. 27. The shadow of a tower standing on a level ground is found to be

40m. longer when the sun's altitude is 30 than when it is 60.

Find the height of the tower.

OR

30 11 ^^R ^ f^^sR ^^ ^ E^^ cf^t ell^^T ^^ t,

45 11 ^^Tcr^ ct eFsU^ ^^ P

10m

27..   trtfj   ^Mdei t5^?R "CR ^sFff  ^^TR ^ ^PTT  ^ ^rfcl "^ 40m.

. •'    3^^5   cF^t  ^t  tjfl^t  t vJisi^b ^^^ cf^ t3^^^TP^T  60 "^ ^ccr>><

30 It ^m\ % I ^FTR ^^t ^TcfT^ fTTcT

27 ^t 3f^^ ^JPTOcT 182 ¥t I

Q.  26.  Find (a) discriminant (b) nature of roots (c) roots using binomial

formula of the quadratic equation 3x2 — 2x + - — Q.

•OR

Find two numbers whose sum is 27 and Product 182.

lcl (c) I^^ICI ^J^f  c}^T VJM^lVl cfv^ T^cT KTcT

— D

^^^s^T 26 ^ 30 ^^) yc^c^ 6 3^p ^T t)

.SECTION- D

(Question Nob. 26 to 30 Carry 6 Marks each)

26.^  (jjfclld ^^)^Hul 3x2 — 2x + - = 0 ^ (a) 1cffc|cfcrcfv^ (b)



50-60

5

40-50

15

30-40

.20

20-30

8

10-200-10

Frequency

Class interval

Q.  30.  Find the median of the following data :

50-60_

5
40—50

715

30-40

20

20-30

8
10-200-10

A fez, the cap used by the turks, is shaped like the frustum of a

cone, tf its radius on the open sides is 10 cm., radius at the upper

. base is 4 cm. and its slant height is 15 cm; find the area of material

used for making it.

4 cm. aft^io cm., ^r^t

15 cm. t, cff

28. Prove that if a line is drawn paralled to one side of a triangle to

intersect the other two sides at | distinct points the other two

sides a re j   divided in the same ratio. ' C     .

Q.  29.

29.

From a point P on the ground the angle of elevation of the top of a

10m tall Building is 30. A flag is hoisted at the top of the building

and the angle of elevation of the top of the flag staff from P is 45.

ftsuJL Lengh of the flags top and distance of the Building from the point

P.'[V3 = 1.732]

28.   f^g cl^r|k^ fc^^
^\ f^F^—1^fF f^^sft ^? yfd"^^ g^T g^ fcT^ tJgJ ^^\ ^\x\\

"̂  3FI "^t ^FT^ ^^ ^ .̂ 3HMi^ ^ f^HlIvMd it

Q..
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a -l4._l Evaluate __.cot2So

cot25O

VI tan 65

4.

= > - 2)2 is a quadratic3.    Check Whether x^ +. 3x +i

equationor not.

V3 tan 65

Q.

The graph of  y = P^ fora PoWnomial p(x) is given in the

below. Write the number of zeroes of the Poly nomial p(x>Q.  2

2.

1.   Write 156 as a Product of its Prime Factors.
a

SEaiON-A
ion Nob. 1 to 10 Carry 1 Mark each)

(Question

~ A-

\  .-



I
. find the Probability of getting a number

Q.. . 9.  . AdiBis thrown once

greater than 5.

9.

to it?

^^

Q.  7.   "in figure. If DE11 Be then find the value of X.

>-

Find the are a of a semicircle of radius 7cm.
6.

6.

7

Q

13 ,

3

15 9Wite the first term and common difference of the A.P. -' -' -'
3  3  3

d .5.

1,.5, 9, 13,

3   3   3   3

\   ,



10.   f^T V^^iVZ ^f5T cft^T t?

10.  What type of o give is?
Q.



(a) 5^) f^feT,  (b)
Radhika to^ses a coin once. Find the Probability of getting (a) a

head (b) atail

5[cf? sT^ ^J^Ieiefl 11 P^HfciRslel ~ap\ 5iM

WeT ^ff^

random from the lot. What is the probability that this bulb is (i)

defectine (ii) Nott   defective ?

Q, 14. Diagonals of a triapezium ABCD with AB 11 DC intersect each

other at the point 0. if AB=2CD find the ratio of the areas of

triangles AOB and COD.
5m 15.  20 ^^t ^ ^ ^^ ^ 4 ^ w^^ ti ^^ ^ ^ ~^ ^

v?ncrr 11 ^Fra^f eprf yiR^eioai t ^ ^r? ~w^ (i)

13.fm|3ft A(-5,7)
Q.  13.  Find the distance between the points A(-5,7) and B(-l, 3).

*
14."^^ ^FRcr^^ abcd ^jkh^ ABuDC t, ^ fcTm^ m^m fl^ O1

11 ^^^ ABv . 2CD ^T, efr i^Wsft AOB eT^ COD

t   D31   D

(5m w^^^ 11 ^f is .era? 5^^ra? 2 ^raff m t)

SECTION-B

(Question N.os. 11 to 15 Carry 2 Marks each)

5m -'it.  ra^^ 3x2 — x — 4m ^^^^fief ^^^|

Q.  11. Find the zeros of the Polynomial 3x2 — x — 4.

3Tim 12.  ^^^^ sin A = - ' eft cos A 3m tan Am ^i w^
4.

Q.  12.  If sin A = - ' then find the values of cos A and tan A^

4



4x - 2y - 4 = 0

+y-6=0

- 2y - 4 = 0

. Solve graphically:Q.  18.

is.

_2_+

•Jx

^.r.. Solve.

= -1

Q.  17.

Q.  16.  Use Euc^id's division alggorithm to find the HCF of 135 and 225.

OR.

*   Prove that 3 + 2V5 is irrational number.

17.   ^ef cj^tf^^

••    I   '2 3   ^
+2

3 + 2V5

-. c    •

16 ^ 25 ci* yd* 3 ^fcf^t *>T %)

SECTION-C

(Question Nos. 16 to 25 Carry 3 Marks each)

^FFT  16.  135 af^^ 225 ^*T HCF



Q.  23.  Construct atriangle of side 4 cm., 5 cm. and 6 cm. and then a

2triangle similar to it whose sides are - of the corres ponding

sides of the first triangle.

OR

' 6 cm. .1^^FqT c^T ^ ^rf ^'^l^ I c^^^ ^T 10 cm.

9
-

Q.  21.   In what ratio does the point (-4, 6)  devide the line segment

joining the point A(-6,10) and B(3; -8)?

^^ 22.  K^^T ^iH ^ff^T <4^l^H^ "cTlf^^ f^TR cfTTf felT^ ^T^^T ¥1 :

•   (8^1), (^) cT^TT (2,-5)
d 22.  find the value of K of or which the following three Points are

collinear.

; _ (8,1), (K,-4) and (2,-5)

23.   4 cm., 5 cm. 3f^^ 6 cm.

21.   1^ (-4, 6), ^^^^^^ A(-6,10) 3fTT B(3, -8)

t?

Q.  19.  The first term of an A.P is 5, the last term is 45 and the sum is 400

find the number of terms and the common diffrence.

--- :  •   p^  --^(-^.  ; p^       CosA- 1+SinA  „.
tPFT  20.   kT^ wnw^ w —:1— =2 secA

|+SinA  CosA

CosA , 1+SinA  ^    .Q.  20.  Prove that —:— += 2 sec A
J+SinA  CosA

1.9.   f^^^\ A.P ^ WT ^ 5, 3tf^R ^ 45 3f^^ ^T 400 1

n -



Find the area of the shaded region in the figure when OABC is a

square and OA = 20 cm. (7T = 3 • 14)

Q, 25. In a circle of radius 15 cm. are subtends an angle of 60 at the

centre. Find the length of the are and area of the sector formed by

the arc.  (use 7r = 3 • 14)

,.OR

OA=20 cm. (7T = 3 • 14)

24.Prove that the parallelog^m circumscribing a circle is a J^ionrvbus.

25.. f^^HTT 15 cm. ^T^T fci g^T ^^ ^^g cr 60 ^p\ ^^T ^fci^c

11 ^fFT ^^f efn^ a^^ ^^fFT gM ^^Tlt^ "^tJ t^^[^g cf5T ^fWcT

(71 = 3-14)

Q.

Draw a circle of radius 6 cm. From a point 10 cm. away from its

centre constrauct a pair of tangents to the circle^

24.  . f^kg c^fvri^ fc^^ f^# fci ^



27. • From the top of a 7m. high building, the angle of elevation of the

top of a cable tower is 60 and the angle of depression of its

foot is 45. Detemine the height of the tower.

OR
The angle of elevation of the top of a building from the root of the

:_ tower is  30 and the angle of elevation of the top of the

^^^

45

60cf)T
27. 7

Q.

26.  Find the nature of roots of the quadratic equation  3x2 — 5^ +

2 = | If the roots are real then find them.

OR
Find two consecutive odd Positive integers, sum of whose squares is

290.

290

cpfffffcT^TFRT

j^^-  iflcT

— D

^R^TT 26 ^ 30 cF?> ^c^<^> 6 3Rjf

SECTION-D

(Question Nos. 26 to 30 Carry 6 Marks each)

3x2 - 5% + 2 = 0  ^ ^^eff
26.

Q.



185-205

8 .

165-185

14

145-165

20

125-145

13

105-12585-10565-85

No.of Consumers

Monthly
Consumption

Q. , 30.' ^Find the median of the following data :

2013

•65-85  85-105  105-125  125-145  145

29.The radiof the ends of a frusstum of a cone 45 cm. high are 28

cm. and 7 cm. Find the volume.

30.Pt*rlIci^9cl 3T

28 cm.

Q.

tower from the foot of the building is 60 if the tower 50m.

height, find the height of building.
28.   1^R* ctf^P^ fet? ^t ^F^Td f^pft c^^ ^tWeft cfoT ai^Mld ^^t ^FTcT

^j^TT^ff cf> ^i^mci ^ cfTf cf> eRT^R ^tclT 11

28. - Prove that the ratio of the areas of two similar triangles is equal to

the square of the ratio of their corresponding sides.

.29.   TJ^J."9R^ ~^^^ ^^^^b, vrft 45 cm. ^x|T t,

7 cm. 11 '^^^^ 3TFTcPT

Q.
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6.Write the area of a semicircle of radius r.

7.^dl^^ ^^ f^T^ 3TTc^!cr ^

t eft TPT^TcTT qo^ilcl

Q.

5.Write the first term . and common diffrence of the following A.P.

-3,-2,-1,0........

6.• T

Q,

cosec316-sec59

4.Evaluate:

cosec31o-sec59

5.TFTR^^ ^t -3, -2, -1, 0

Q..

= 0
3.
3.    Find the dTserfmmant of the quadratic equation 2xz - Sx + 3

4.

Q.

2X2 - 5x + 3 = 0

2. •     %^\ 6|^q^ p(x) en fcTt[ y = p(x) ^ "^jf^t cnt TT^^tT

2.   The graph of y = p(^) is given in figure below, write the number

of zeros of the polynomial p(^).
Q.

Q.  1.  Find the LCM of 26 and 91 by the prime-factorisation method.

(   W^^^ 1 ^ 10 ^^J ^c^ 1 3^> cfJT t)

SECTION-A

(Question Nob. 1 to 10 Carry 1 Mark each)

L.C.M Wet

- A



frequency

between upper

Q  10   Whattypeofogivedowe:callagraphwhicbhasbeen;.drawn

"     'limits of das, iaterva, and cummulative

co^plete the following statement probability of an event E ?

probability of event not 'E'"    ;_

of pa

9•

s    AtangentPQatapoin^Pcfa^CeofradiusSc^eetanne

;..  throUght^ecentre0atapointasothat0Q = 12cm.f,nd.Q

not. if yes then write the similarity criterion.

ir of triangles in the given figure is similar or
-  r\      7      <;taT^-wnetn^" the pair



15. A die is thrown once. Find the Probability of getting

(i) a prime number
(ii) a number lying between 2 and 6
(iii) an odd number

triangles AOB and COD.

.^  AR.. DC intersect each

.sec30o+cosec30

12.  Evaluate:

cos 45

cos45

SECT10N-B
(auestionNob.il to 15 Carry 2 Marks each)

„

12

5-B"



two piayer's sangeeta and Resh^a, play a tennis n,atch. it is

kJntHattheprobab,tyofsangeetawinningtheisO,,what

is the prabability of Reshma winning.

OR

15.



5  4__I = -2

^  y

2  3_ + - = 13
y  V,

x  y

17.  Solve:

_i=-2

6q+5.where^is some integer.

OR

Prove that V3 is irrational.

17..

— C

16 ^ 25" ?PP ^^ 3 ^ ^T t)

SECTION-C
m ^ ift tn ?S Carrv 3 Marks each)

(Question Nob. 16 to z^ ^ai y ^  .



23. . ^ f^PB^r ABC ^FTT^tr f^T^f BC = 6 cm., AB = 5 cm. ^f < ABC =

60 fti fcf^^ ^ i^J^ ^

^t - ^¥t ff I

Q..  22.  Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are A(5, 2), B(*4, 7)

andC(7,-4).

22.   ^3tt. A(5, 2), B(4, 7) #^ C(7, -4) ^ ^^T ^t AABC

AP=- AB ^t aft^ p^g^^ AB^^ ^rct ft i

Q..  21.  If A and B are (-2, -2) and (2, -4) respectively, find the coordinate^

of P such that AP= - AB and P lies on the line segment AB.

2 cos39-cos9
21. . ^^^ A 3^^ B fF^T: (-2, -2) afr^- (-2, -4) ^t eft ^ P

=tan9

=tan9
2cos36-cos9

CX.    20.  Prove that:

sin9-2sin39

Q.  18.  Draw the graphs of the equations x — y + l = 0and

3x + 2y —12 = 0 formed by three lines and the x-axis,

and shade the triangular region.

^f^f  19.  f<̂ >^l A.P cf> ^^^Ft 3ft^ stf^T^ ff sFR^T- 17 3ff7 350

9 %. ft ff^ bc^ ^^ t,.^t^ ff^T "qt^ /^^ %?

. Q..   19.' The first and last terms of an A.P ^?t€ 17 and 350 respectively if

the common difference is a, how many terms afcthere and what

is their sum.

20.   f^^^ <i(vri^ :...

sin9-2sin39



tt = 3.14 3ffc V3 = 1.73205
In figure a square OABC is inseribed in a quadra^tOPBQ. if OA

20 cm, find the area of the shaded region, (use n — 3.14)

cpf oabc^ri

22sector is 60. (use n = —)22

.1circle with radius 6 cm. if angle of the
Find the area of a sector of a

Q.  25.

' 22

60 t 1 (TT = 
v7

25.   6 cm.

a. 24.-1, Prove that the parallelogram circumscribing a circle is a rhombus.

OR
Draw a circle of radius 6 cm. from a point 10 cm. away from its

centre, construct the pair of tangents to the circle and measure

their lengths.

24.

10

esponding sides of the triangle ABC.

3^^T^T

6 cm.

corr

Q.



T^RTcT ^P^T ^R ^I^t.^tTR cj^t ^^T ^TT ^^cf ^ 40 %•

t, ^ri^ ^ ^r vd^cii^i 60 ^r w^^ 30 ^ ^tm t.

27. #   ^^^^^^ "^ ^mR ^ 3f^^ ^ >H>ld^l ^J4m3ffT9mcT'^tiq^

^FT^TT c^t^ ^J^ c^^ t, ^^

6 m 11
Q..  27,  The angles of elevation of the top of the tower from two points at

a distance of 4 m and 9 m from the base of the tower and in the

:::::^-        ^".;...::
same straight line with it are complementary, prove that the

height of the tower is 6 m.

OR
The diagonal of a rectangular field is 60 meters more than the

shorter side, if the longer side is 30 meters more than the shorter

side, find the sides of the field. -^

f, ^.^t ^TT ^^ ^5TT ^ 30 ^^^ 3i^^ ^t, eft

60

— D

TRsTT 26 ^T 30 ^f> PR^^^> 6 3fcf) c^T t)

SECTION- D

(Question Nob. 26 to 30 Carry 6 Marks each)

26.   f^FT ^P%^^T ^^ ^ fT^T c^l^ji^ tx •= 3, X ^= 0

Q.  26.  Find the roots of the given equation : X= 3, X ^ 0
J



9

4
8

14

20
3

~_ ~             •         Si)—•—•

4

^^^lcMiaii '<$\ ^^s^^\

185 - 205

165 - 185

145 - 165

125 - 145

105 -125

-    -85 -lOS^^^^-^
65 - 85

*1lRi^ <9M^^ fem^<4( ^f)

A fez, the cap used by the turks, is shaped like the frustum of a

cone., If its radius on the open sides is 10 cm., radius at the upper

base is 4 cm. and its slant height is 15 cm. find the area of material

used for making its.       ..

Pf^^^# ^tect " 68
%, Ipl 3Tt^>Sf ~^> ^f^cTcfo ^TRT30.

a 29.

In a right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the

sum of the squares of the other two sides. \   pr0Ve 1

tfcfj tje^^ ^^ft ^rcftcft Tj^> f^^Tcfo eft 3TTcfT^ ^f 11

t ^ivjLii 10 cm., ^T^t i^ "^ Blv^ill 4 cm.

15 cm. %, "^t

OR
The shadow of a tower standing on a level ground is found to be

40 m. longer when the sun's altitude is 30 than when it is 60.

Find the height of the tower;
'efJT e^t ^^^ "<f ^JvjTR^f ~^> "epr^^ ^ ^f^T eft

29.

a 28.

28.



10

30.' The following frequency distribution given the monthly

consumption of electricity of 68 consumers of a locality. Find theQ.



AU questions are compulsory

^^^ l^^ Mci\<h 1 3TcfJ "cPT, "?3^^ b ^ #^ 3^^1 Mc^c^ 2 3^5t ^f^,

•5^^ 3T^1 '^?^P 3 3F^T "c^T cl'SfT ^Qftrg D"^ Tf^ ^T^^ ^^o^^f^ 6 3f^t
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f^pr

sin 18
cos 72   .

1 , 5 , 9 , 13

3  3  3   3

sinl8^_
cos72

5.

Q.  4.   Evaluate

3.   Check Whether x2 + 3x + 1 = (x - 2)2 is a quadratic

. ' ' t   equationor not.

4.    grr

Q.

x2 + 3x +1 = 0 - 2)
3.

- i

\

Q.  2    The graph of  y = p(x) for a Poly nomial p(x) is given in the

figure below. Write the number of zeroes of the Poly nomial p(x).

1
*

Q.  1.  Write 156 as a Product of its Prime Factors.

g^g  2. . %^ g^qg p(x) g> f^r^ y = p(x) gg gw ^ ^ng^fci ^.

156

~ A

tps^t 1•^ 10 er^^ g^^ t ^^^^

SECTION-A
(Question Nob. 1 to 10 Carry 1 Marks each)



gWenfigureiswhichtypeofanOgive?q;  ^lThegWen

-a—9.-

<POQ=110 then find <PTQ?
a

8.

V—

In figure, if DE || BC then find the value of AD.

7.

Q.  7.

— Find the perimeter of a semicircle of radius

a

3

r6.

Wite the first term and common difference of the A.P. 5' |-' i

a  5.



Q. 15. One card is drawn from a well- shuffled bunch of 52 cards. Find the probability

of getting
(i) a face card (ii) not a face card

(i)    ^ ^^T ^hlT     (ii) ^ ^tf^T ^^f

15.

Q. 14. Sides of two similar triangles are in the ratio of 4 :9. Find the ratio of their areas.

4:9^
14.

Q. 13. Find a relation between x and y so that the point (x, y) is equidistant from the

point (7,1) and (3, 5).

Wf ^r ^r^I cn^^ i^ (x,y) ^^^f^ (7,1) a^ (3, 5)

P{x) = x3 - 3x2 + 5x - 3,g(x) = x2 - 2

Q.  11. Divide the polynomial p(x) by the polynomial g(x) and find the

quotient and remainder in given below.

P(x) = x3 - 3x2 + 5x - 3,g(x) = x2 - 2

r^ m \    2tan3Q
^m 12.  ^R Hcniei •    ^^2.300.

2 tan 30
Q.  12.  Evaluate:  -

- B

11 ^ 15 c^^ ^^P^ 2 3Tcf^t c^y t)

SECTION-B
(Question Nos. 11 to 15 Carry 2 Marks each)



obability that will bedrawn at random from the box, what is the p

(i) blue? (ii) red?

A box contains 3 blue, 2 white and 4 red marbles, if a marble is

t,

2 ^^^ 3f^^ 4 Wo^

t? (ii) crief 11

OR
I (i)



11+2^^ = sec A+tan A
1-sinA

20.

will be 132 more thanQ.  19.  Which term of the A.P. 3/15, 27,39,

its 54th term?

132
P 3 15 27 39.P. 3, lb, ^// ^^/19

4X-5y-20=0

3x+5y-15=0

4X-5y-20=0

3x+5y-15=0

is   Solve graphically ••
n

Show that 3 ^l is irrational.

2x+4y=5xy

Solve.

6x+3y=6xy
2x+4y=5xy

a.

rQ.  16-

v

SECTION-C
•     m ^ iRtn 75 Carry 3 Marks each),
ion Nos. 16 to Zb carry ^>(Question

— C



Q.  25.  The length of minute hand of a clock is 14 cm. find the area swept

22by the minute hand in 5 mins (use n — —)

22
—

Q..  24,  The length of tangents drawn from an external point to a circle are

equal!prove it.  •
TO 25. *   t^c^ ^Tft e^^ f^T^ "^ ^J^ ^^t cFn^ 14 cm. t, ^^> ^RT 5

^t -

Q.  23.  Draw a triangle ABO with the side BC=7cm,<B=4Sl <A^1O50

•4then, construct  a triangle whose sides  are - times  the

corresponding sides of MBC.
24 • •   JfT^J ^^̂^ ^t f^ t^ -#xft TT ^FT^t ^^T^if ^ ^ll^4fi ^^TiR ^lcft t |

d 21." Find the coordinates of the point which divides the join of (-1, 7)

and (4, -3) in the ratio 2 : 3)
TOT 22.   K^T^^ ^t^^rq, ^ f^ A(2; 3), B (4, k) afl^ C (6, -3)

• ••  t\     .    .

Q.  22.  find the value of K if  Points  A(2, 3), B (4^ k) and C (6, -3) are

collinear....
23.   ^^> ^^^3i ABO ^^, ^^^ BC=7cm,<B=45, <A=105   ¥t I

i    R^  ^ AABC

Jl-^sinA. . . .-_., -...
= sec A+.tan A ^

1-sinA

' TOT  21.  ^^T f^f^ ^ Pl^ll'cb W <l(vr|i{. tj^^ f^^ff (-1, 7) 3?^^ (4, -

:  Q,   20.  Prove that:



Find the area of the shaded region in the given figure.where ABCO

b a square of side 14 an. and APD and BPC are semicircie,

OR

14

0  .



Q. 28. Prove that the ratio of the areas of two similar triangles is equal to

the square of the ratio of their corresponding sides.

28.

t I fe
Br^ii

Q. 27. From a point on the ground, the angles of "elevation offhei^^tom —

and top of a transmission tower fixed at the top of a 20 m high buijlding

are 45 and 60 respectively. Find the height of the tower.

I#TR: 45 ^^̂^^ 60 t,
cfel 3ft^ ^^re

••OR

A motor boat whose speed is 18 km/^^rin still.watertekes 1 hour more to

go 24 km up stream than to return down stream to the same spot. Find

the speed of the stream.

27^   ^ ^ tj^? f^ ^ Tj^? 20 m.

^Tef ^ ^TleT 18 Km/h^, 24 Km ^RT ^

Qfind them. 3 JC2 ~ 4-\lTx +^ = 0 v

Q. 26. Find the nature of roots of given quadratic equation. If they exist,

0

26 ^ 30 c^J ^l^tcp 6 _3T^)f ^[ t)

SECTION-D
(Question Nos. 26 to 30 Carry 6 Marks each)

26.   fe fecT



' 9

Q.

Q. 29. A drinking glass is in the shape of a frustum of a cone bearing
height 14 cm. The diameters of its two circular ends are 4 cm and 2 cm

resphe caacity of the glass.

^Iet14 CII^
. 4 cm. ^ 2 cm

29.


